
BRIDGING THE GAP
A conference for Family, Friend, and  Neighbor Caregivers and

Advocates

Hello again community! Thank you for participating in our conference, it was
a labor of love and teamwork. We appreciate everyone who shared their

insights and experiences. I hope that you all were able to connect with each
other. We wanted to share everyone’s knowledge and experiences of both

days of the conference. Feel free to look at the Day 2 summary translated in
English!

Our Word Cloud we created together. Thank you for sharing your
experience of our conference!



Conference Attendance in
Numbers (Day 1)

Day 1: 114 Attendees, 61 were FFNs, 46 agency workers, and 7 licensed
providers.

Day 2: 50 attended 33 were FFNs, 14 agency workers, 3 licensed providers

FFN Panel Takeaways
Thank you to our amazing FFN panelists who shared their

experiences and spoke for their FFN community. Each member of
the panel shared important insights. Our questions were:

1) What do you wish others knew about your job as a caregiver, the care you provide
children, and FFN work in general?

2) What does it mean to you to care for yourself? How do you take time to care for



yourself? How does your background, culture, life, affect how you do self care?
3) What is your hope for FFN Caregivers like you in the future?

“Attending FFN Workshops keeps my brain working, and learning new
things about child development. Being able to care for my grandson
has been a huge blessing during the pandemic. A lot of FFNs are not
aware of the programs and opportunities available to them! I am so
glad I found the BANANAS FFN program”.

-A (FFN Grandma)

“It felt really good to hear about the ways that people care for each
other. Having systems of support and safety are so important.
Parenting can be pushed aside and ffns can act as guidance for
parents. It helps to meet other FFNs in the same position. Where and
how we exist in the world influences self care. Self care and the ability
to access it is based on our class, race, and background.”

-J (FFN Caregiver)

“I want to stay healthy for my three children so I can grow and play
with them. I try to take as much “me” time as I can. I try to remember
that it is important to laugh and have fun.”
-V (FFN Aunt and Parent)

“We are here to fill in the gaps. In terms of self care, my own
background did not model self care but I know that I have to teach self
care to my children and model it for them. I stay healthy with “me
time” and walking.”
-V, (FFN and Parent)

Breakout Rooms
After our FFN Panel, we invited all attendees to join a breakout

room and answer questions based on the FFN panel Questions.



“FFNs are greatly needed and such an important piece of the family unit.
With both parents or a single parent needing to work, sometimes two shifts

or nontraditional hours, FFNs are wha holds a family together. FFNs need an
advocate, a group of individuals who can speak on their behalf for their

needs.” -S, CCRC

“It’s hard to trust people with your kids, but it feels better being around families. For
a parent, it’s scary to leave your child with someone you don’t know (child care). Just

getting recognition for FFN, it’s so powerful, they are getting info, support, and
education. They’re part of the child care community.”

-A, Researcher with CSCCE

“I take care of my 2 year old grandson. I really enjoyed talking about self care. I
agree that self care is so important and essential but it is difficult. For self care, I like
to walk, make plans to take an hour to relax, and read books. It is wonderful to be in

the FFN group to join activities.” -G, FFN Grandmother

I was impacted by the sharing in the FFN panel and the deep honesty of their
responses. The words that stick with me are "I deserve it and the children deserve it."

-A, Training and Resource Coordinator

“I was impacted by the panel and the way they shared their experiences and the
stories they shared.  I related to the things they shared.  I was so grateful to hear
about the ways to take care of ourselves.  Reading and hearing the family and

cultural connection to the way that the panelists care for themselves. This will help
me in my work as an FFN because it gives me energy. I know that I'm not alone and

that I have others to look to for information and support.”  -M, FFN Caregiver

“Self care is impactful. I love the FFN program. It is a great resource and I love the
opportunity to make friends with people who have similar experiences. The

program helped me establish a routine for my kids” -J. FFN and Parent

Moving Towards The Future
After reading and listening to your feedback and questions, we compiled your

thoughts and feelings around the needs of FFNs and how we can further support



this community. It was wonderful to have a mixed group of FFN caregivers as well as
their advocates and agencies.

Workshops that FFN Caregivers are interested in:

-How to become a licensed childcare provider
-Self care practices
-Family dynamics when caring for loved ones and their children
-Supporting your relationships with your partner/spouse
-Future career plans, what to do after you are no longer an FFN caregiver
-Child development, tantrums, and behavior
-Working with children with special needs
-Teaching movement and music to children
-First Aid and CPR
-Cultural competence when working with children and families
-More workshops where we get to meet with non profit organizations and other
FFNs!

Questions and thoughts from agency workers:

-What can we do as an agency to support FFNs?
-How do we support FFNs reopening their child care or maintaining care during a
time of struggle?
-How do we provide FFNs free training within the areas they are requesting?
-How do we further advocate with Congress to pass bills to support and provide
financial support to FFN who are struggling during COVID?
-Conducting more studies to understand FFN care givers better
-How do we spread the word on FFN resources?
-Focus group work with FFN caregivers
-Connecting and finding FFNs to participate in quality improvement coaching
-FFNs are requesting connections with other caregivers and being able to build a
network of support and community resources.
-FFNs shared they need support with supplies, during COVID they struggled
providing food for the children.  How and where do FFNs go to receive this support
within the community.



Watch the English
Conference Recording

Below!

Bridging The Gap Zoom Meeting Recording

We hope to see you soon!
From, the BANANAS Team

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/uR2woExQjOG9ngyyUblup4qQoy3iSKqRjTAjQtoQYK9NtmImDfB5e_eCXM6JQmc8.wEqX71l3sxXCOEx0

